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.. Editorial . I
Realisation of Quality Research
Management System
UPM;s /lOW, aile a/the leading research unil'ers;ties ill tile
cDlIlllry that is committed to research excellellce and is
comilluollsly developing lind mailllainillg cullllre of research.
Designated as Research University. it is time to look back at our
research managemcm system at various levels; departments. faculties.
institutes and university's management level wholly.
Let" s us scrutinise upon the various processes involved in research
such as application of grants, implcmentation of research, research
monitoring. dissemination of research products. patent application and
commercialisation of research products. How efficient and effective
are the processes, and do they fulfil the expectations of our customers.
stake holders as well as funding agencies?
Moreover. how far has our organisation identified and managed the
human resources. state-of-the-art facilities along with conducive
working environment in order to achieve conformity of research
Objectives? This requirement includes workspace and modern
infrastructure for research. essential equipment, hardware and
software. and supporting services and competency skill for personnel
involved in the research. I am sure that we are constantly looking
forward for beller equipment for our laboratory. maintenance support,
repair and calibration of the equipment. better infrastructure and
facilities or perhaps a special grant scheme under the research
university funding.
As far as the quality research management is concerned we need a
unique framework to establish a customer satisfaction oriented quality
system that can provide a methodology for continuous improvement
as well as corrective action in all research activities. Perhaps at the
faculty and institute levels. it is not essential to establish research
management system of their own. However. at the university level. the
system should be managed by the Office of Deputy Vice Chancellor
(Research and Innovation).
Most of the faculties are already familiar with Quality Management
System (QMS) especially to those that have been certified with ISO
900 I:2000. Some even included research management as part of the
scope for the certification. Along with the serious commitment in
research perhaps all faculties and institutes in UPM should consider to
include research management in their scope of certification. The office
of Deputy Vice Chancellor (Research and Innovation) is now moving
towards the implementation of QMS in research management and
hopefully before the year 2008 ends, this office including Research
Management Centre (RMC) and Innovation and Commercialization
Centre (ICC) will be cenified with MS ISO 900 1-2000. This is really
a great platform to ensure that UPM is practising efficient and
effective research management system. This initiative also reflects the
full commitment of the University in contributing towards the
discovery of knowledge and creation of wealth and nation building.@
Kaida Khalid
kalda@science.upm.edu.my
Reading a Scientific Paper
lo most scientific journals. scientific papers follow a standard formaL
They are divided into several sections, and each section serves a specific
purpose in the paper.
Although it is tempting (0 read the paper sl.r.light lhrough as you would do
with most lext. it is morc efficient to organize the way you read.
Generally, you first read the Abstract in order to understand the major
points of the work. The extent of background assumed by different
authors. and allowed by the journal. also varies as just discussed.
If you are very familiar with the field, the Introduction can be skimmed or
even skipped. As stated above. the logical flow of most papers goes
straight from the Introduction 10 Results: accordingly. the paper should be
read in that way as well. skipping Materials and Methods and referring
back to this section as needed to clarify what was actually done. A reader
familiar with the field who is interested in a panicular point given in the
abstract often skips directly to the relevant section of the results. and from
there to the discussion for interpretation of the findings. This is only easy
to do if the paper is organised properly.
One extremely useful habit in reading a paper is to read the Title and the
Abstract and. before going on. review in your mind what you know about
the topic. This serves several purposes. First it clarifies whether you in
fact know enough background (0 appreciate the paper. If not. you might
choose to read the background in a review or textbook. as appropriate.
Second, it refreshes your memory about the lopic. Third. and perhaps
most imponantly. it helps you as the reader integrate the new information
into your previous knowledge about the topic. That is. it is used as a pan
of the self-education process that any professional must continue
throughout hislher career.
Finally. I would like to impress upon you thai studying a research paper.
nOling down the results. and applying them to one's own work should not
be the end of the exercise. One should ponder over the results once they
are assimilated and think deeply about their significance. If you enjoy
doing Ihis. new avenues will automatically open up. The key word is
enjoyment. Unless it is there. to some degree at least. then there is no
point in reading or studying a research paper. One could as well spend his
time more usefully in other pursuits which bring enjoyment and
satisfaction. @
Managing Editor
ndeeps@admln.upm.edu my
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A Computerized Digital Imaging Technique to
Estimate Palm Oil Quality Based on Fruit Colour
Siva K Balasundram. Ahmad Husni Mohd Hanif* and Anuar Abdul Rahim
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In this research. an automated technique of
quantifying fruit color components based on
digrtal Images captured in Joint Photographic
Experts Group OPEG) format was developed.
This technique is based on a simple computer
program written in Visual Basics and interfaced
Adobe
Pholoshop./
/' Rectified
Image
Original
image
(CiplUf~ UIlOg ~ I'I9l
rnolUlion~ camtriI)
• Tum to I'ugt POllr
er 01" 2006b), Both these studies
employed a digital ImagIng
approach to quantify fru~ color, Oil
palm frurt images were captured
using a high resolution digital
camera. After imaging, the fruits
were manually squeezed for oil and
analyzed for total oil content and
DOBI using standard laborato')'
procedures. The images were
processed using ILWIS 3.2. an
image analysis program. to
generate percentage of color based
on clustering and unsupervised
f'i~" l:/"I<J
classification. Each classified image
was re-colored to its original color separation.
which comprised black. red, orange and yellow
components (Figure f). Correlation and stepwIse
regression techniques were used to determine
the relationship between oil content/DOBI and
fruit color components.
A recent study
showed that fru~
colorwas
significantly
correlated with
palm oil content
(Balasundram er 01"
2006a), An
extension of that
work further showed that fruit color was also
significantly correlated with DOBI (Balasundram
TYPicallY.' palm oil quality IS determined In adestructIve manner uSing wet chemical .
analysiS. Such an analysis can be costly, time
consuming and error prone. Deterioration of
Bleachability Index (DOBI) IS a key Indicator of
palm oil quality. An altemative evaluation
procedure that combines consistency and
reporting accuracy is desirable, One such method
is the use of fruit color as an indicator of palm oil
quality,
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Natural Booster Kit for High Quality
Microalgal Production
Fatimah Md YU50ff, M. Shariff. Suhaila Mohamed. Hazel Matias· Peralta and P. Kuppan
Tel: (j()3·8947 2//1
E-mail: (atima!J@ibJ.lmfll.edll.my
. , ..
Wmurr I,/IENA If){)6
COLD Mril,,' '\",ml
Laboratory ofMarine Scienu
/nstitute ofBioscience
Uni\'ersiti Putra Malaysia
43400 UPM, Serdang, Selangor
Malaysia
(;()J ,J) -Illfemariollal Exhibitiofl oj Ideas-
hn'ellfiOlls-New Prot/UCIS f/ENA 2(06),
Bronze - /PTA R&D Expo ::!O05,
(;OLI> - UPAI /m'emioll, Resl'llrch & hmovatioll
£:chibirioll (PRPI '200.J),
The kit has been filed for patent and sold under
the trademark of MASgrowTN. @
The Algal Booster Kit contributes to the
economic development through production of
several microalgal related products. and reduces
their imports,
natural colouring substances (astaxanthin,
phycocyanin, phycoerythrin) and other bioactive
compounds for pharmaceutical, nutriceutical and
cosmetic industries,
purposes such as health and functional foods.
feed additives, and soil conditioner, Microalgal
biomass can also be used for production ofMicroalgal biomass can be harvested for various
The novelty of this technique is the use of
processed and specially treated concentrated
interstitial water (in liquid or powder form) rich in
phosphorus. nitrogen. silica. essential mineral and
micronutnents that boost the production of high
quality microalgaJ species. This novel practice of
using aquaculture sediment which is usually
discharged into the environment also minimizes
environmental pollution. Pure microalgal isolates
are difficult to obtain and expensNe to maintain.
The current practice of microalgal production for
aquaculture using commercial fertilizers results in
contamination and poor quality yields. Microalgae
cultured using this novel medium, called natural
booster, gives fast growth and are rich in essential
amino acids and polyunsaturated fatty acids,
especially omega 3 and 6, Concentrated sterilized
natural booster in liquid or powder form is packed
with pure microalgal inocula. Microalgal cutture is
easily initiated by diluting the concentrated medium
Into photobioreactors followed by inoculating algal
cells provided with the package.
Anovel Algal Booster Kit consisting of nutrient-rich interstitial water extracted from
aquaculture sediment, packed with pure microalgal
isolates, provides an easy and reliable method for·
immediate propagation of microalgal production.
A Computerized Digital Imaging Technique to Estimate Palm Oil...
• From Pagt Thrtt
Load fruit image{s)
Ilwis 3.2
---Import raster image (,jpg)
J..color separation
/.Clustering
J Export clustered image (.bmp)
Cluster re-identificatian
Cluster re-coloring
Image re-construction
I CompuUtion of calor distribution I
with ILWIS 3.2
(FIgure 2). Using
the empirical
relationship
between oil
content/DOBI
and fruit color,
an additional
step of
estimating %
total oil content
andlor DOBI
values is also
made possible. Essentially. the digital fruit image
(in JPEG format) serves as the input data to
chum out two levels of output sets. i.e.. the
percentage of color components (black. red,
orange and yellow) and the predicted oil content
and/or DOBI value.
This technique offers a non-destructive means of
assessing palm oil quality and can enable oil yield
and/or oil quality mapping to facilitate precision
oil palm management Currently, there is no
practical method of mapping oil palm
yields/quality due to logistical and instrumentation
limitations,
.01 n - Bri,ish IIn'elltioll 51101\' (BIS 2(07).
)I D -llIIernalionofllln'lIfioll II",m'alio"
Industrial Design &: Teclm%gy Exhibi,ioll
(I·T£X 2007).
Sih'er - UPAI Im·elltion, Researc:h &: ImlQmtiQII
£.,·hibi,ion (PRPll006j,
. , ...
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Tel: 03 89~6 4186
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A Long-term
Triaxial Filtration Test System
Azlan Abdul Aziz and Husaini Omar
Current practice inselecting an
optimal geotextile
filter for its intended
use involves either
the application of
diverse site·specific
in-isolation criteria or
through selected
soiVgeotextile
compatibility tests.
Compatibility tests described in the lrterature are
generally performed In simple hard-walled
penneameters that suffer from sidewall leakage and
incomplete saturation. ThIs research descnbes the
innovation and improvement that can be carried out
for a long·term triaxial filtration compatibility test
A triaxial apparatus set-up is common in most
geotechnical laboratories. However, the use of a
triaxial set-up to accommodate long-term filtration
tests is uncommon, especially when the need to
accommodate radial and/or vertical flow to the
geotextile is incumbent All other aspects of shear
strength capability have been maintained in the
proposed set-up.
The fabncated cell within a triaxial set·
up addressed the disadvantages found in
simple hard-walled permeameters. A
volume change gauge for automated
continuous flow rate measurements
have been designed and are included In
the system. Procedures to
accommodate full saturation and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
analysis required for long-term filtration
tests are developed and refined. The
performance of a long-term filtration
test of a silt and a thin melt-bonded
non-woven geotextile in the triaxial
permeameter system has been assessed.
FEATURES
An effective and environmental cost saving test
system using readily available commercial system
but with added value.
Compatibility selection of soil with vanous
manufactured geotextiles through long-term
laboratory filtration test system is rationalised.
Triaxial permeameter developed can
accommodate: i) the application of In-situ field
stresses. iO vertical and/or radial flow. and
iii) preparation of specimens
for scanning electron
microscopy analysis to
investigate filtration
mechanisms upstream of
and within the geotextile.
Test set-up allows for
continuous flow rate
measurement and
automated data collection of
long-term tnaxiaJ filtration
test@
(,OLll- IfllematiuntJi £,hibition ofIdeas-
Itnwlt;olls·Nell" Pr()(f"cH (lE,vA lOO6).
.....
Departmem ofCi\·jJ Engineering
Faclllt)' ofEngi"eering
Vnil'ersi,; PI/tm Mala)'sia Serdallg. Selollgor
43400 UPM, Malaysia
Tel: 603·89-16 638~
E-mail: a::.I(/1I~eflg.1l1ml.ed.!I.!!!l.
Oil Scan: Remote Oil Spill Detection,
Classification and Trajectory
Shattri Mansor. Hamid Assilzadeh. Mohd Ibrahim Mohd. Abdul Rashid Mohamed Shariff
Oil SCAN System is an early waming system toidentify vulnerable coastal locations before anoil spill happens. It is developed by a group of
researchers headed by Prof. Dr. Shattri Mansor from
Spatial and Numerical Modelling Laboratory.
UniversitJ Putra MalaYSia.
Monitonng and detecting oil spills as they occur in
real times accelerates response time - thus
substantially reducing cleanup/remeeJiatlon costs. and
limiting damage to the environment UPM has
developed the optimum solution for thiS
requirement Oil Scan is a highly effective. cost
saving and easy to use.
Oil SCAN is used to:
• Detect and monitor oil spill in satellite imagery.
• Mapping oil spill and estimation of area of spillage.
• Simulate oil spill trajectory.
• Generate and annotate images for area of interest.
• Remotely access information and decision making
for oil spill prevention control.
Oil SCAN System comprises of two main
components. each having a speCific use In aidIng
decision makers:
I) Detection and Classification Tool provides data
Ingest capabilities. geometric correCtion. ship and
slick detection and analysis tools.
2) Trajectory and Decision Support Tool allows
users to incorporate ancillary data such as
remote sensing images, scanned oceanographic
charts. coastline vectors, ESI
maps and response team
information for spatial analysis
and modelling. It provides a
systematic. seamless data
management capability and
incorporates trajectory modelling
for risk assessment and
contingency plannmg. DST
outputs consist of custom
formatted images. vector and
object-based overlays and
""i,,,,,, I: /WJQ.-.btluJo
"'/I okl' ,"'., analysis product that identify and
map features and processes
specIfic to the application.
all scan is able to process any radar imagery to
detect and clasSify oil spill on sea water.
Classification of oil spill thickness is based on
histogram matching of the spectral signatures unique
to diffenng fuels and pollutants. Different dampening
effect from oil spill on radar backscatlering is the
• Tum to I'ngt Si;c
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...nhanced Mobile IP\t6 ",°th Multica t
rarchical )
Sabira Khatun and Borhanuddin Mohd. Ali
An
Com:1JlOl>lknl Node (CN)
AIXt'," Point
(APl)
AlXesJ Poinl
(API)
~ing
Mobil< Node:
(MN)
Home Agt'n\ {HAl
• , , I •
Tel: +60389466435
E-mail: sahira@eng,upm,edll
Departmenr o/Computer & Comm/lnication
Syslems Engineering
Facl/lt)' 0/Engineering
Ulli\'ersit; Plltra Malaysia
43400 UPM, Serdallg, Seltmgor, Malaysia
Excellence Research AWl/rd 2006 (UPMI Malaysian
Higher Research Mil/i~;lrYJ
Best Invention The Asia-Pacific Rim 2006 Award
(INP£X 20(6)
Special Award - Koreallll'emioll PromO/io"
Auociatioll (KlPA), INPEX 2006
GOLD - [,n'emioo (llld New Prodllel Exposition,
Engineering llll'elllicJ1I (lNPEX 2006)
(;Ol,n -ll/\'i!tlli01l (llld Nell' Prodllct E.Y:positioll.
Comp, Software Del'elopmelll (lNPEX 2006)
IJronze -lm'emiDll alld New Prodllct EX[lnsitio/l,
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Sih'cr - Malaysia Technology Expo
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& ImlOl'atioll Exhibition
(PRP120051.
The use of the technology
of this invention is expected
to guarantee no packet loss
while reducing handover
delay by 94.32% and packet
delay by 84.43% during
handover. This product is
patent-pending
(PI 20062478).@
integrates hierarchical concept and
multicast function. Hierarchical design
is used to shield the micro mobility
from macro mobility in order to
reduce location update signal and
signalling traffic within micro level
network while multicasting is used to
send packets to Mobile Node (MN)
through base stations that are near to
MN. This reduces handover delay
that causes packet lost when MN is
roaming,
A representative system (real-time test-bed)
comprises of both software and a hardware element
has been developed, Through the test-bed, it is
shown that handover delay. packet loss and
signalling traffic can be improved in average by 90%
over the presently used Mobile IPv6,
f'igurt' 1: 11It' sdf-np/ullllII'T:»ll'" "flIrt'
Int·I><d'J .. mi, prf>«Jnrt'
Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) mechanism requires some
handover algorithm when it changes its point of
attachment in the Internet This causes mobile IPv6
to incur long delays and high signalling load to the
backbone networks and the attendant
Packet loss. This limitation is due to: MN tomects to Actess P~II (API) andfOfTTlS a new global mu1tIc.m c.ill'e of ildlRss.
(i) the lack of hierarchy and fast ..,.
handover mechanism in the mobile API requests Access POO'It 2(An) 10 jon rnufticast
IPv6 mobility management, and JfOI4' based 0l'I MN's gIolW m.oItKast addreu.
(ii) it addresses the micro mobility in the ..,. )
same way as macro mobilrty' while ( Correspondent Node (CN) generates
multIcan traffic to MN
from a recent survey 80% of the :=::::===::'TL:::::==:=::::::
mobile user.; stay in micro mobility (80th N's rec~ mil traff'( ar.d start buffenng)
environment (i.e. in the same domain ::=====::'TL:::::====::::
under the same Multicast Router). (:==""='=''''''''''===-;L'''='''='''=M=N==::::)
An enhanced micro mobility handover ( \o\'httI MN moves to m MN sends notJf.c.atlOl'l )
algonthm is developed on top of mobile . logetherV'o'lthI.Ul~lodtoAP2 _
IPv6. This invention solves the problem of ?
(
AP2 wi swtf~ new packets to MN v.'hoIe)long delay and packet loss incurred during _ API buffers the pa<Xets for MN _
handover through enhancement of
handover management In Mobile IPv6. It
The present inventionrelates to Internet
Protocol version six
(IPv6) as a wireless network
infrastructure. More
particularly. it provides a
method to improve the
handover delay in Mobile
lPv6 so as to offer
uninterTlJpted on·line
experience in internet-based
applications such as in Figurt' J: :I/g(lrlliun ,if/llr lnlrlr/i",t
entertainment games, video conferencing or video
streaming while on the move.
Oil Scan: Remote Oil Spill Detection, Classification and Trajectory
• From Page Fil'e
basis of oil spill detection
and classification analysis.
A hydrodynamic oil spill
model employed using
oceanographic and
meteorological
information were
incorporated with
Environmental Sensitivity
Index (ESI) map in a GIS Fi!:"u 1: RIiJar 1II1f1~t' JII/''''''I: f'll
Iprll illl/u· ~jl"'l/Suj .\/II/IIC<"11
environment to distinguish
oil spill trajectory in the spilled area. Oil Scan is able
to simulate oil spill trajectory on default or
customized format of time duration and weather
data. Data such as wind and current could also be
extracted automatically from the same imagery.
Knowledge of oil
spill thickness and
trajectory will result
in more effective
direction of oil spill
countermeasures,
including dispersant
application and in ,::,,~-:=:,:,"'-_"':""''''''-''''''''''''''f'igurt' J: Oi/Il(IU WJIt'1IJ .."m/'(lIlt'1II
situ burning.
In conclusion, the Oil SCAN System is a useful tool
to identify, delineate and estimate selected response
technologies used in marine oil spill clean up. related
to gIVen environmental conditions, changes in oil
characteristics and operational considerations in the
affected area, @
Bronze - WorM £\hjfJ;tiol/ of l1ll1O\'llti01I, Re,'i(!al'ch
&: Nell' Tedmolo,'.:ies (EUREKA 2005).
. , . , '
Deptlrtmelll ojCil'iI Engineering
Faclllt>' ojEngineering
Ulli\'ers;ti PllIra Malaysia.
43-100 UPM Serdang,
Sefa/lgor Daml Elisa1/, Malaysia,
Tel: 03-8946 7543
E-mail: shal1ri~etlg.:Hlnll.etlll.m).
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Why Children and Teenagers are Addicted
to Computer Games?
NEMD Model- NORMATM Engagement Multimedia Design Model
Normahdiah Sheik Said
REGULARS
l:i}:lIrt' ,1: .\lu}:ic .'ichl}f/I HI'~
lficrIJ!iojl PublicO/jo/':." I'i.-furt' ,,'
aft'.• ,j"a",.'\"uillml' ...'rnt'r,'fl'
., h,,,"III'rt/I')' 'HIII~"1:,"'umlrd
,J,t'an /Im>uth" 'dllrlwt'1') /t',II/1
chi!J,..1l melh"J' "hUt· II,,· ,\'EMD
\/"Jrt "".f l<lfu,/nt'll'l't'd '" ils
ji,Ii/I!,,,,,,
ENGAGEMENT
Previnll." F.'I.':Tlenence
. , .. '
Deparlmelll a/lhe Malay ul1Iguage
Facult)' ojModem Languages & Cmmmmicarirm
VI/;l'ers;ti Plllra Malaysia
43400 VPM, Serdtmg, Selal/gor
Malaysia
Tel.- +603894687/9
£-mail: IIprma@(bmkupm.edu.mv
(;01.1) - UPM bm'/l/;oll, R,'s('tllrh & 1IIIIOI"tIliOll
£rhibilj()11 (PRPI 2006}.
(;01.1> - Brit;sh bll'ellfi()11 Sholl' (BIS 2007).
Bronze - Imernfll;olltll £'\pOSil;OIl of Research &
11lI'l'II1;UIIS o{ Im/itll1iollS ojHi/:lu:r uamillf.:
(PECIPTA 2007/
could be engaging, for how long does it made
children stay engaged? This model was developed
from a grounded theory through a 'discovery
lead by children' method. In-depth examination
of the model could help designers design better
educational CDs that are not only engaging but
also sustainable educationally in our attempt to
build a life long learning digital citizen. From the
model, educators could not only create
something new but also could foresee how to
improve ways to utilize the courseware and
educational CDs already in the market or already
designed for them to make them more engaging
for children use. @
.\'1-:.111) 11001'1 (NOR.\f), TW I;n/:Qgl'nll'nl .1I"II;ml'd;Q /)1'1;1:,11 Jlodt'l/
.\'''mlll/"lial, Sh,lI, Sill" r:;f}/).I/
NEMD Model (NORMA ™ Engagement
Multimedia Design Model) is a Modeling Theory
that could explain some features about user
engagement to multimedia application. This
model enables us to identify interactive design
features in multimedia CDs that work and those
that do not work for children. If a design feature
applications. The
model was developed
by looking at children's
reaction to the
interface design
features of these
applications. A
Preliminary Model was
developed, tested and redesigned by
manipulating the variables of an engaging
multimedia application through a series of
experiments before the final NEMD Model gets
to its present form.
"An Engaging Multimedia Design Model",
(Norma S. Said (2004)) renamed NEMD Model
(NORMA ™ Engagement Multimedia Design
Model). is a 6-
component theory of
engagement
developed from a
series of experiments
on children and young
teenagers (ages 9 to
14) interacting with a
number of multimedia
C.... lto16
'1:~:11111I I__Condltlon flI I__Condltlon 2 I
.........g. Eng.""",."t Sut. 5<.0'" lor Euh Child In
Co"dition 1 .nd 1
I-"i/:urtll: Thr EnJ:IH:cmrlll l'allt'nJl' Tilt' d,ll<l ",,11(( It'd ,Im>u~h"
.>t'm·, ,oj rl/lt'ntm nlj 1>, ('(' ,,1mit'd m ,mil" II' tlc-liu,· ""~(/}:''''''n/
/>(lll,rnf" h,/., {UI'lUlf mlrfU<1 "11/' /h, 1II1t'r/'" t' It/ ,I.... df'l' l!lis .\I,~/"'.
them is something worth the while, that is,
engaging yet educational. As the saying goes, if
we could not beat them join them.
This study has found
out that. the
phenomena of likes and
dislikes, of successful
and non-successful
designs have a lot to do
with engagement.
Despite creative and
innovative design
features young teens
does not find
educational CDs engaging? What was wrong with
some and what was so right about others,
especially games CDs that made them glued to
playing it till they do not want to stop?
our young teens know that multimedia has
great potentials of giving them good
multimedia experiences. They are users of
multimedia. However, do we ever wonder what
OUf children perceive of the educational
courseware and CDs that we design for them
today? Most design system is retrofrt for children
used. We never actually asked children what
they like and dislike of the multimedia CDs
(especially educational CDs) designed for them.
Studies have shown that even big companies
found that what they design could not out beat
that of game CDs. Thus we have something that
is not working right with our educational
courseware and CDs that made them 'left it on a
shelf as compared to games CDs as discovered
by Cultural Psychologists when studying children
using CDs in their homes.
We have an obligation to not to deny the right
of our children to get these rich multimedia
experiences. Yet at the same time we too need
to satisfy restless parents (whilst some still
ignorant) of the content of the engaging
multimedia CDs played by our children today
because we know some lacked moral values and
could cause serious negative implications whilst
there are others that could educate. Therefore, it
is about time we design educational CDs that are
engaging too so that what that seems to engross
_SynthesiS, UPM R&D Digest.lssm·s 17-19.IConrbilled Issuel Dec. 2007 t
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Research
FOR THE BETTERMENT OF UPM: Mr Jamsari Tamslffrom
!he Research and Innovation unl111lso showing his support
towards the W()(l(shop
FOR THE RECORD: The participants of 'Fseing /he
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RMC's ROLE MODEL: Prof Or Zulktfil Idrus receIVing the
certificate 01 participation from Prof Abo Sakar Salleh
Facing the ChaIlenges of Research University Workshop (18 -20 Jail 2007)
LETS WORK IT OlIT: Tan Sn Data' Sn Hap lainu/PJltI HaJI
Hussain urging \he participants to face the challcoges of
Research UniverSIty.
UPM'. SUCCESS STORY: What It lakes to be B Research
Universityl
JOVIAL: UPM Chairman Tan SrI Dalo' Sri Hajl Zainul Arilf Hajl
Hussain. Mlf\lster 01 Science. Technology and h'V'lOYalion, Oatuk
Seri Dr Jamaluddin Jarjis. Prol, Dalin Paduka Dr. Khalliah Yusotf
and Prot Dr. Mohd. All Hassan
BID INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 2007: The delegates
Irom UPM In Boston. USA.
BIO International Convention 2007 (6-9 May 2007)
THE UPM IRON LADIES1: (From /ef!) Prol, Dr. Aini leler(s.
Prot Dalln Paduka Dr. KhatlJah Yusofl and Pro' Or. Mahiran
BasM,
BIG FEAST!: Prol Dalin
Paduka Dr. Khati]ah Yusoll WIth
her gigantiC lobster on the
planerl
PROUD TO BE MALAYSIAN:
Prot Dr Aini Idaris posiog in
Boston WIth the Deputy Prime
Minister 01 Malaysia
KAMI ANAK MALAYSIA!: The proud UPM delegates in Ironl
of Malaysian pavilion in Boston
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Malaysia Technology Expo (MTE) 2007 (29·3/ Mar 2007)
THIS IS WHAT rM TALKING ABOUT!: Assoc, Pro/. Dr
Mohd AclZlr Mahdlltl'lf)fossmg a VISitor WIth his If\/lOValive R&D
INFORMATIVE: Dr, Almad BUSlamam Illustrates his R&D to an
attcnllV(l VISitorA TOKEN FROM UMP: Mutual benefits ahead!
Delegates from UNIMAP and UMP
(22l1d March 2007)
APPRECIATIVE: Pl'oI Dr. ZullufU ldrus receIVing a souvenir
'rom the ropresentalive 0' UNIMAP. Assoc Pro!, Dr Uda Hashim SITIING PATIENTlY: Pl'ol 01 Nofhani Abdullah Irom theBIOIe<:hoology & Biomolecular ScienceS conlenl WIth her
contflbullons In research!
EDUCATIONAL: Prol, Dato' Dr, Mohamed Shanff Mohamed
Olll--we need to have role modelsl
ITEX 2007 (/8 -20 May 2007)
DiliGENT: Assoc. Pro! Dr Raha Abdul Rahim. a
busy boo for the dayl
INPEX 2007 (6 -9 JUlie 2007)
ON CLOUD NINE: Gold medallist Prof. If. Dr. Norman
Mariun smiltrog cheerlulty as he receives his laken at
apprecialtOll from Assoc, PIal. Dr, RaIla Abdul Rahim.
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS: UPM gold medallists
proudly lIaunt'rog theIr awards. UPM won a tOlal of 19
medals al the 1·rE)( 2007 exhibition A BLISSFUL MOMENT: Tho silver mooall,S!s Irom
UPM WIth thelf cen,licates of honour
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK: Assoc Pro!. Or Raha
presentmg 8 taken af appreclallOflla lNPEX 2007 silvllf
medallist Or. Shyamala Dor8lSllfTlY.
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THROUGH THE LENS
Research
BIS 2007 (17-21 Oc/2007) D~ tf.-eH~ L~ (NeI,'smakers oroulld t
FOR THE RECORD: The
Ausualill and UPM expbe t
ENTHUSIASM: Arnongsl the partICIpants 91'o'll"191u11
comrMmenl wera Assoc. Pro! Fakhru'I-R8Zl and Or Nayan
KanwaI attencl,ng the ElsevIer Malayssa llbrlJf)l Connect
S6mInar Prf1SfKlISfJOn 2001
FULL OF POISE:
Prof Datuk Or, Nok
MIJSI8pha R
Abdullah IS
honoured WIth
DaJjah KebHaran
Pqllf1llJ Jess
Neg8f8 (PJN) bY
OVMM Yang dl-
Pertuan Agong
Sullan Maen zalne!
Abidin
SCRUTINISE THEIR RECORDS: (from nghtf VB Data'
Musapa Mohamed, theklmw Highef EducallOn~.
ProI', Dan.• Or Nik Muslapha. Prol Ghlzan 5a;eh 81 the
Ialn:h 01 an agoc::Utu"aI product book at UPM recenlly
LET ME SHOW YOU HOW IT
WORKSI: Prolll, Or. Mohd Amn
demonstrallllg 1M tuncuon of a "WQ
Rope sensor"1
IMPRESSIVE!: Dr NotmahdIah
Sheik 5aod. the person behind
ONEMO MOOEL • Nom'I8 ...
Engagomenl MuItrnedla DesIgn
Modo,.
lENA 2007 (I -4 No\' 2007)
THROUGH THE EYE OF AN EXPERT: AlP Or
lshaIt AIls eIuadalIng his 8WlII'd wwrinO R&D 10 the......n_
WELL DONE: Prof Abu BakaJ 5aIleh
congratulatJng Dr, Siva Balasoodram trom the
Faculty 01 Agriculture lOt tus outstanding research
COfIllibullOOS
FLYING HIGH!: Dr Normahdlah
ShaiI said and Or Siva
Balasoodram 81 Alexandra Palace
~.
ON TOP OF THE WORLD:
Gold medallists 01 lENA 2007.
AlP Or, IshakAns(left)and
Pro!. Dr Mohd Manro! (nohl)
extubillllg their awards
ALL FOR UPMI: Prof, II, Dr
MoM AmifI Mohd, Socm and
Dr, NorhIsam bag Silver medals
In Germany lOt lhelf novel
research
ASK THE EXPERT: Pfol Dr, Mohd, Maarot, the
ClealOf 01 inOOVlIUVfI 'cr WaV6 Probe" A SMILE KEEPS YOU A MOMENT YOUNGER!:
AssocProl FakIVu'!-Razr Ahmadun and Prol SC Outla
Roy posing lor the cameral
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THE ANCHORS OF RMCI: (fram left) Plol. ZulkJOi
Idrus. Assoc. Prof Fakhru'l-RazJ Alvnadun and Dr Nayan
Kanwlll - too 11'11890 bulkiDrsl
ALL FOR KENAF: VB Dato' Mustapa Motwned. the
looner Hogher EOlJcabon Mnsler PfesMtJng the cheque to
Prof. Abu Bakar 5aJIetI
EKSPOTANI2007: AblImBf pMr8)"IflO UPM's
Agncultural roots'
PRICELESS: Professor Oatull Dr. Nlk Mustapha
and UPM Pro Chancel\ol', Tan Sri AozaJi Ismail
during the launching ceremony 01 75 Jewels of
UPM
EOUANIMITY: The rec>plMtS dlhe ll-N3l'Os In
CClnjUt'lClJOfl wctl the Sultan of K6Ianlan'S 57lh bifthday
"""' ....1Da!o' 51'1 HajI
,MustaPha R
N<kAb MajId
'ampus)
LT: Sl\l Razmah Mohd Nor (leh)8tId salmah
lah (ctHlI18)IBCeMng the EI.....l.' Top U••ge
d 2007 on behaN 01 UPM 'rom Robert Gorter.
ier's Regional sales Manager
FUU OF CHARISMA: (From ¥ft)OJ. Nayao KanwaL
?rei'. kane Ng. lhlIlounder and d r8CUll' of !he Cenue lor
5etvice Research 01 Exeter \kIrYertoty. UK. Prof. Abu
Bakar S8IIeh and Assoc. Prof Faktnl1-RazJ AI'macU'I
dunng Prof Ir_'s VlSd 10 UPM WI~ 2007
CAPnVATlNG: Prof. Abu Bakar 5alIetI and Prof 5 C
0ul1a Roy dumg Roy', courtesy YISilIO RMCSYMBIOSIS: AIlIhe representawes look 18fOiced after
the SlgfWlg C8l'1ll'TlOO)' 01 MOU between UPM and Massey
UniYeflity. New leaIand
'Bf'Slty 01 Newcastle.
.",""-
~_ Abu Bakar salleh that*ed Prof
fIIr bag befOf8 she left RMC. Assoc.
NaYan in atlendancel
MUTUAL BOND: Everybody Is In their c/lifIaJg()g moodl
RMC'. BIG PLANt: PertStllkaa lop priofity. an ageoda
dunng Mr Ben Ramstefl (cefllre)V1Si!. to UPM Ben Is the
Journals Ed'tooal Manager at Institution 01 Civil engineers
(ICE). London. UK.
BUILDING OPPORTUNmES: (from left) Assoc Prof
Faktvu1. Pfol. ManIflSnailh. Mr BenRamstef and Tuan
HaJiGhazalI
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NewsBriefs Research(s) Project Title
Greater Opportunities with ATPRO 2007
The 4th Asia Pacific Natural Products Expo 2007 or NATPRO 2007
exhibition was held at Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC). Kuala Lumpur
from 29th - 31 st March 2007.
Facing the Challenges of Research University
A workshop on "Facing 'he Challe"ges ofResearch University",
organised by Innovation and Commercialisation Centre (ICC) in
association with Research M::magement Centre (RMC) and the staff of
Research and Innovation (P&I) of Vice-Chancellor's Office was
conducted at Mahkota Hotel, Malacea from 18th - 20th January 2007.
The main Objective of the workshop was to prepare the implementation of
research university action plan for P&I. The objective was inline with the
UPM Mission 2005· 2010 (Mission 2, Objective. $tratcgy 5) statement
which is to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of a research
university.
I F3tim3h Md, Yusoff (Prof Dr.'
2 Mood. Maarof H.A. Moksin (Prof Dr.)
3 I Noorhana Yahya (Assoc. Prof Dr_)
4 Shyamala C. Doraisamy (Dr.)
Ptrip/,yto,,·Bacttrial COlllplt:r: A 1l01't!I
S)'sttm for Impron'llg WUlU Quality alld
Shrimp S,tn·im{ withom Water £tc/wngt
cr Wori! Probe
Obsm'orion ofBam!Joo.Ukt Carbo"
Na"ollliNs ,·io Locoll)' Dtsiglled PLAD
System
Conltllt-basi!d Music Ri!lrii!ral "·irh N-grams
and 0 MllSicjritndly Interfact!
The speakers for the four days and three nights' workshop were Tan Sri
Data' Sri Haji Zainu! Ariff Haji Hussain and Professor Dr. Shaik Md Noor
Alam S.M Hussain. Also present were Professor Dr. Haji Zainal Abidin
Mohamed and Professor Dr. Mohd. Shahwahid Haji Othman. who acted as
facilitators.
Earlier, the Deputy Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Abu Bakar Salleh poimed
outthaL. the role of every staff member is important in supporting and
sustaining the national aspiration. Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) has
fulfilled the criteria set by the Ministry of Higher Education as one of the
research universities and thus it is important to ensure that these criteria are
achieved, and are continuously upgraded to maintain the Research
University status. he added.
RMC Welcomes Delegates from UNIMAP and UMP
Research and Management Centre (RMC). UPM welcomed 21 delegates
from Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP) and Universiti Malaysia
Pahang (UMP) recently.
Scheduled on 22nd March 2007. the visit was represented by researchers
and officers from both universities. The main objective of the trip was to
gain essential knowledge and information on researches performed at
UPM.
All the guests were greeted by Prof. Dato' Mohamed Shariff Mohamed
Din, the Director of Innovation and Commercialisation Centre: Prof. Dr.
ZulkiOi Idrus. the Director of RMC and other officers from RMC along
with Encik Jamsari Tamsir. from the Office of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Research & Innovation).
Malaysia Technology Expo (MTE) 2007
This year witnessed another Malaysia Technology Expo (MTE) which
took place at PUlra World Trade Ccnlfe (PWTC). Kuala Lumpur from 29th
- 3 Ist March 2007. '"filming Knowledge i1l10 Opponltllit)' ". the theme for
MTE 2007: was participated by 13 universities and 7 government and non-
government agencies.
Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) sent approximately 36 researchers to
participate in the exhibition. Their projects and research papers were also
submitted during the exposition.
UPM sent eighty participants including five researchers to take part in
NATPRO 2007; to promote products and researches conducted by the
university.
The five UPM researchers involved were Dr. Ahmad Bustamam. Dr. Mohd
Ridzwan Abdul Halim. Prof. Dr. Mohd Y'lZid Abdul Manap, Prof Dr.
Anuar Kassim and Prof. Madya Dr. Amin Ismail.
As Malaysia·s largest trading hub. NATPRO provides unmatched business
opportunities to source and promote herbal and natural products in one of
the world's fastest growing market places.
NATPRO is definitely the place right for Asian fanners. manufacturers,
researchers, marketers. importers and exporters; an unparalleled
opportunity to showcase to the rest of the world the efficacy and reliability
of their indigenous products and expcnise, and to expand international
market boundaries. NATPRO is an excellent place for all involved in the
herbal and natural products industry, to build network and share business
wisdom and foresight.
Researchers Shine at Research Excellence Award
A night with the stars, a memorable gala night was celebrated on 12th
April 2007 at Putrajaya Marriot Hotel to commemorate the recipients of
Research Excellence Award (APe) 2006. The event was organised by the
Office of the Deputy Vice Chancellor (R&l) in collaboration with
Research Management Centre (RMC) and innovation and
Commercialisation Centre (ICC).
The Guest of Honour for the night was Y.Bhg. Dato' Dr. Zulkefli A.
Hassan. Secretary- General for Ministry of Higher Education, Malaysia.
There were five categories under these awards: Publicatioll A"·ard.
Commercialisation Au,:ard, Young Researcher Award. 11I1emational
£tcellence Award and IlIlemOliollal Special Award. The winners in each
category are presented below. The winners were judged based on their
outstanding performance in the year 2006 at both national and international
levels.
IAnard CategorJ IRecipient FacuUyllnstitute
Congratulations to four gold medallists from UPM: Prof. Dr. Mohd.
Maarof H.A. Moksin. Pror. Dr. Fatimah Md. Yusoff, Dr. Shyamala
Doraisamy and AlProf. Dr. Noorhana Yahya for their impressive
achievements! Prof. Dr. Mohd. Maarof was also nominated for Special
Award during the MTE 2007.
In addition, there were thirteen exhibitors who won silver and seven bronze
medals. Below is the list of the gold medal winners.
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Commercialisation Award Faridah Abdullah (Assoc.
Prof Dr.)
Foo Hooi Ling (Assoc. Prof
Dr,)
Mohd. Khaz3ni Abdullah
(Assoc. Prof Dr.)
Scienct
IIlSt;/lI1e ofBioscie/lce /
Biorec1l11%gyand
Biomo/ecfllar ScimctS
Engilleerillg
2 Publication Award Mohd Adzir Mahdi (Assoc. Engineering
Science and Technology Prof Dr.)
field Tey Beng Ti (Assoc. Prof I1lstitllte ofBioscience /
Dr.) Engineering
3 Young Researcher Award Mohd Basyaruddin Hj Science
Science and Technology Abdul Rahman
field (Assoc. Prof Dr.)
Tan Chin Ping (Dr.) F()()(I Scie/lce dan
Technology
4 Young Researcher Award Norhasni Zainal Abiddin EdllcatiOlwl Sludies
Social Sciences and (D,.)
Humanities field
5 International Excellence Ahmad Bustamam AIxI~1 InSlilllte of Bioscience /
Award (D,.) Medicine and Health
Sciences
Aini Mat Said (Dr.) HI/mall Ecology
Asmah Yahaya (Assoc. Science
Prof Dr.)
Azlan Abdul Aziz (Ir.) Engineeri/lg
Barkawi Sahari (Prof Dr.) Ellgi/leeri/Ig
Fatimah Md. Yusoff InstiWle ofBioscience /
(P,o! D,.j Science
Hawa Ze Jaafar (Assoc. Agriculmre
Prof Dr.)
Kaida Khalid (Prof Dr.) Science
Megat lohari Megm Mohd. Engineering
Noor (Assoc. Prof Dr.)
Mohamad Pauzi Zakaria Enl'ironmell1al Siudies
(Assoc. Prof Dr.)
Muhammad Rezal Kamel IIISlillltefor
Ariffin (Mr.) Mmhemm;cal Researcll
(INSP£M)/Sciellce
Norhalizah Abdullah (Dr.) Engineering
Norhana Yahya (Assoc. Sciellce
Prof Dr.)
Norihan Salleh (Assoc. Bioreclm%gyaml
Prof Dr.) Biolllo/eeular Sciellces
Rcnuganth Varathamjoo Engi/leerillg
(D,.)
Sabim Khatun (Assoc. Prof Engineering
Dr.)
Shamsul Bahri Hj. Mohd. Medicine (/lui Health
Talllrin (Dr.) Sciences
Shauri Mansor(Pmf Dr.) £/lgineering
Tey Beng Ti (Assoc. Prof E/lgineering
Dr.)
IVong Shaw Voon (Assoc. Engineering
Prof Dr.)
BIO International Convention 2007
UPM sent its two prominent researchers to 80ston, Massachusetts, USA to
exhibit their products at the 810 International Convention 2007 held from
6-9 May 2007.
Together with UM, USM, and UKM, the partaking of the event was under
Malaysian Research University. UPM was represented by Professor Dr.
Mahiran Basri, Professor Dr. Aini Ideris and Professor Dr. Mohd. Zamri
Saad.
Research brochures, souvenirs and information leaflets related to UPM
were distributed during the event at the UPM booth.
810 Technology Conventional is the word's largest biotechnology event
and its members are generally are involved in the research and
development of healthcare, agricultural, industrial and environmental
biotechnology products.
This year's exhibition managed to attract more than 22, 000 attendees with
representatives from 48 states and 64 countries, of which about one-third
came from outside the United States.
UPM Sweeps 17 Medals and 2 Special Awards at
I-TEX 2007
UPM was in the spotlight once again after sweeping 5 Gold, 4 Silver.
8 Bronze and 2 Special Awards at the Invention, Innovation. and
Technology Exhibition (1-TEX 2(07).
As one of the gateways for gathering researchers and fellow inventors who
are keen to learn about new Research and Development (R&D) findings.
the unforgettable event was held successfully at Kuala Lumpur Convention
Centre from 18th -20th May 2007.
The 19 proud winners received their prizes from Y.B Datuk Ong Tee Keat,
the Deputy Minister of Higher Education.
The following are the recipients of the gold medals, special awards and
their innovative researches.
Recipient I Research! Project Tille 1A\\ard(s) Recehed I Facult)·, Institute
Ishak Aris Software System for Gold Ellgineering
(Assoc. Prof Delccting Defectivc Moscow
DO Symbols on Micro Chip Russia Special
wilh Adjustablc Readability Award
Le\'el
Mohd. Yunus AComposite Enzyme- Gold Biotechnology and
Abd. Shukor Based Xeno-Assay Kit for Malaysian Bimolewlar
(D,.) Monitoring Xenobiotics Innovative Sciences
Pollution Product Award
Abd. Rozak Zeo PKC : An Additive to Gold Agricllltllre
Alimon (Prof Control Ammonia
Dr.) Production in Poultry
Houses
Raja Noor A New Novel Organic . Gold Biotechnology and
Zaliha Raja Solvent Tolerant Lipase Bimo/eCl/far
Abd. Rahman From Bacillus Sphaericus Sciences
(Pm! D,.) 205y for Industrial
Applications
Siva K ACompUierized Digital Gold Agriculture
Balasundralll Imaging Technique to
(D,.) Estimate Crude Palm Oil
Quality Based on Fruit
Surface Color
UPM Wins 2 Medals in the US
UPM was in the lime light after winning 1 gold and 1 silver medal in an
exhibition held in Pittsburgh, US from 6th- 9th June 2007.
INPEX is the platform for new products and innovations from around the
world that are available for licensing, marketing or manufacturing. This
year's exposition managed to gather more than 200 research projects from
13 different countries including the US.
The winners of the 23rd invention and New Product Exposition (INPEX)
which is America's largest invention trade show were gold medallist Prof.
Ir. Or. Nonnan Mariun from the faculty of Engineering and the silver
medallist Dr. Shyamala Ooraisamy from the faculty of Computer Science
and Information Technology.
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VC Receives Datukship Award
Universiti Putra Malaysia's Vice-Chancellor, Professor Dr. Nik Muslapha
R. Abdullah was amongst the twenty eight recipients for Dalukship award
in conjunction with the Sultan of Selangor's 61 5( birthday. The award
which carries the title "Oato'" was honoured on 11th December 2006.
In a separate occasion, Prof. Dato' Dr. Nik Muslapha received the award,
Ahli Yang Kedua (Data' Paduka) Bagi Dmjah Kebesarall Selia MahkOlo
Kelontan Yallg Amal Terbilang (D.P.S.K)from SIt/tau of KeJollul1I;n April
2007, and DllIjah KebeSlIrtlll Ponglima Jasa Negar(l (PJN) award in June
2007 from His Majesty the Yang Oi Pertuan Agong which carries the title
"Datuk".
.
Professor Dalo' Dr. Nik Muslapha has been the Vice-Chancellor of UPM
since 1st January 2006. RMC would like to take the opportunity to
congratulate Datuk Dr. Nik Mustapha for this honour bestowed upon our
Vice-Chancellor.
Elsevier's Library Connect Seminar
World's leading publisher of science and health information, Elsevier
organised a seminar in Kuala Lumpur on 2nd August 2007. Held at Hilton
Kuala Lumpur, the seminar was attended by an estimated 100 participants.
Among the attendees were Assoc. Prof. Fakhru'I-Razi Ahmadun, Deputy
Director. RMC and Dr. Nayan Kanw.tI, Executive Editor (PerulIlika
Journals) who are in their effort of making Pertanika as Citation
International Journal (CIJ). Also present were the representatives from
Perpustakaon Sultan Abdul Samad, UPM's main library.
The theme for the annual event was Library Peiformallce Measures, an
area which is close to the hearts of many librarians.
The one day seminar was honoured by three guest speakers; Vicki Picasso,
Debbie Booth and Lisa Coner. The topics covered throughout the day were
on how the Research Quality Framework (RQF) and repositories will
change the way academic libraries measure and report their perfonnance:
and Evidence-based Library and Information Practice (EBLlP) a model to
assess libraries which seeks to be grounded in research evidence.
Elsevier staff also look the opportunity to give updates on new
developments in ScienceDirect, Scopus as well as share the best practice
adopted by libraries globally in promoting their resources.
Towards the closing of the seminar, an award, "Top Usage Award 2007"
was presented by Mr. Robert Gorter, the Regional Sales Manager Elsevier
to the UPM library. The award was received by Siti Razimah Mohd. Nor
and Salmah Abdullah representing the library.
The Triumphant Ekspo Tani 2007!
Ekspo Tani 2007 organised by UPM Student Representative Committee
200612007 was held from 23rd - 30th August 2007 in conjunctions with
the Universiti Putra Malaysia 31st Convocation Day.
The exposition which took place at Bukit Ekspo, UPM was officiated by
the Chainnan. Board of Directors. UPM. Y. Bhg. Tan Sri Dato' Seri Dr.
Hj. ainul Ariff Hj. Hussain on 24th August 2007.
Around 20 UPM prominent researchers from various agricultural fields
took part in the event.
Among the activities which ran throughout the 8-day expo were
exhibitions from the participated faculties. talks and other general
activities. The blood donation campaign was also carried oul for 3 days
from 27lh - 29th August 2007.
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Breakthrough: UPM achieves Research University
(RU) Status
University Putra Malaysia (UPM) is now designated to be one of the four
research universities in Malaysia under the Ninth Malaysia Plan (2006-
2010). The others three universities are Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM),
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM), and University Malaya (UM).
With such designation, UPM and the other three premier universities are
expected to lead the way in areas of research. inventions and innovations in
Malaysia. These research universities are given an additional allocation of
RM513 million for research. development and commercialisation
activities.
In conjunction with the new status effective 1st September 2007. Professor
Dr. Tai Shzee Yew was appointed as the deputy vice chancellor of this new
portfolio for UPM, lndustry and Community Relations. The portfolio was
crealed by the Higher Education Ministry as part of a move to enhance the
university's status as a research institution.
UPM Researchers get Recognition in London
Two UPM researchers were awarded with gold medals during the British
Invention Show 2007 (BIS) in England. The exhibition which look place al
Alexandra Palace. London was held from 17th - 21 st October 2007. There
were about 250 inventors from 17 countries who took part in the BIS this
year.
A1Prof. Dr. Siva Balasundram from the Agriculture faculty presented his
original research on "A Computerized Digital Imaging Technique to
Estimate Palm Oil Content and Quality Based on Fruit Colour".
Dr. Nomlahdiah Sheik Said from the Modem Languages and
Communication faculty impressed the jury with her inventive research on
"NEMD MODEL - NonnaThf Engagement Multimedia Design Model".
BIS is known to be Britain's largest R&D expo 10 showcase the latest
inventions. innovations and new technology worldwide.
UPM Continues its Success in Germany
UPM continued its remarkable achievement in Germany recently when
four researchers from this prominent university won 2 gold and 2 silver
medals during the lENA 2007 held fTom Ist- 4th November 2007 in
Nuremberg, Germany.
Ideen-Erfindungen-Neuheiten-Ausstcllung (lENA) or International
Exhibition of Ideas -Inventions-New Products is an annual international
exhibition which allows the inventors around the world to present new and
innovative ideas.
Prof. Dr. Mohd. Maarof H.A Moksin and NP Dr. Ishak Aris, from the
faculty of Science and Engineering respectively won a gold medal each for
their breakthrough research projects.
Whereas, Prof. lr. Dr. Mohd Amin Mohd. Soom and Dr. Norhisam Misron.
bOlh from the Engineering faculty were the recipients of silver medals.
Yes, we did it Again!
UPM walked away with 9 awards including a Special Award during
EUREKA 2007 in Belgium recently. Hosted by Brussels. Belgium, the
memorable event was held from 22nd - 25th November 2007.
Innova Energy or EUREKA is the Belgian and international trade fair for
technological innovation focused on energy.
There were approximately 150 exhibitors with 420 innovations from 25
countries around the world who took part in this exhibition.
The list of the winners from UPM is given below.
Recipient Research! Project Title IA\\urd(s) Recehed IFacult}/ Institute
Robiah Vunus Short Carbon Fibre Gold Engi/luring
(Assoc. Prof. Reinforced Polypropylene Sih·er
Dr.) Composite for AUlomoci\·e Special Award
Application (Prize of
CONCEPTUM.
Belgium)
Norhafi7.ah Inoovati\'c Em"ironmental Gold Enginuring
Abdullah (Dr.} Friendly C)"ooidc-Free Silver
Cassava Processing
latina Bibi Efficient Parallcl Sortware Gold INSPEM
Ibrahim (Dr.) for Soh·ing Stiff Ordinary
Differential Equations
latina Bibi Parallel 2PB Software for Gold INSPEM
Ibrahim (Dr.) Solving Large Non Stiff
ODEs
Abd Razak COnlrolling Ammonia and Gold Agricl//lllr~
Alimon (Prof. Housefly Population in
Dr.) Pouluy Houses Through
Dietary Manipulation
Che Roes Saad UGProbio • A Novel Feed Gold Agricl/ltllT~
(Assoc.Prof. Additive for Giani
Dr.) Malaysian Prawn
(Macrobrnchium
rosenbcrgii)
Strengthening Research Linkages:
Dutta Roy alld [relle Ng's Courtesy Visit
Dr Nayan Kanwal. the Executive Editor of Pertanika Journals in his
development efforts to proffiOle the journal to Southeast Asia region and
beyond arranged a special meeting of few prominent experts from well-
known overseas educational institutions with the Deputy Vice Chancellor
(Research & Innovation). Amongst them were Professor Irene Ng and
Professor Dulla Roy.
Professor Irene Ng had paid a courtesy visit to the Office of the Deputy
Vice Chancellor (Research and Innovation) on 12th September 2007 with
an intention of strengthening international linkages between UPM and the
University of Exeter. UK.
Professor Irene Ng has recently been awarded the prestigious Advanced
Institute of Management Research (AIM) Fellowship on Services. She is
the founder and direclOr of the Centre for Service Research. as well as the
Head of Postgraduates Studies of the School of Business and Economics.
University of Exeter.
Irene is also a consultant for several firms in Europe and Asia and works
with several firms in the UK as the Academic Advisor to the Knowledge
Transfer Partnership (KTP). Other industrial panners include aerospace
engineering companies like Rolls Royce and MBDA. She consults for
several firms in Singapore. Malaysia. South Africa. Italy and UK.
specializing in value·based service innovation. capacity, pricing and
revenue management.
On a separate occasion Prof. Dr. Dutta Roy from the Indian Institute of
Technology (liT) Delhi, India had paid a courtesy visit to the office of the
Deputy Vice Chancellor (Research & Innovation) on 26th November 2007.
Dutta Roy is an Indian National Science Academy (INSA) Senior Scientist
at the Electrical Engineering Department. liT Delhi. where he served as a
Professor for more than three decades. He is also on the Editorial Boards of
a few IEEE and other prestigious international journals and all the national
journals in his field.
Both of the visits were greeted by Deputy Vice Chancellor of Research and
Innovation, Prof. Dr. Abu Bakar Salleh: Director. RMC. Prof. Dr. ZulkifIi
Idrus: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Fakhru'I-Razi Ahmadun Deputy Director.
Publication Unit, and Dr_ Nayan Kanwal. Executive Editor. Pertanika
Journals RMC.
UPM Receives FRGS for Kenaf Project
UPM had successfully secured RM 700. 000 under the IPTA Fundamental
Research Grant Scheme (FRGS) for Phase 1/2007 in the Top-Down
Category for its research on "Good Agricullllre Practice for Kenaf
Producti011 Using Mechalli:.atioll as Altemati,·e Crop for Tobacco Oil Bris
Soil".
The is a joint venture research project between Malaysia's Plantation
Industries and Commodities Ministry (KPPK) and National Tobacco
Board (LTN) under the agreement between UPM and KPPK.
The cheque was presented by YB. OalO' Mustapa Mohamed, the Minister
of Higher Learning on 9 December 2007 in Bachok. Kelantan.
Treasuring 75 Jewels of UPM
A commemoralive book called. "75 Jewels of UPM" published by the
Alumni Association of UPM was launched at the Banquet Hall, UPM on
10th December 2007 in conjunction with the closing ceremony of the
UPM 75 Years Celebration.
Launched by UPM Pro Chancellor, Tan Sri Rozali Ismail, the 190 pages
book features 75 outstanding UPM academicians in different fields and
expertise. It is also a tribute to the alumni of UPM by acknowledging their
success stories.
Tan Sri Rozali urged the university to be more aggressive in its research
activities as weU as to increase the research funds for the benefit of the
researchers. "This is one of the many factors that contributed to UPM's
successes in becoming a leading research university". he emphasised.
Forthcoming R&D Exhibitions
The forthcoming International and National R&D exhibitions 2008
(JamlOry to June) @
Exhibition
MTE 2008: Malaysia Technology F~bl/-13.1008 PUlra World Trad~ C~nJr~
Expo (P\VTC). Kuala Lumpur
2 NATPRO 2008: Asia Pacific Natural Mar 27-29.1008 PI/Ira World Trad~ C~nJr~
Products Expo (PIVTC). KUl//a LumplIT
3 Gene\"s- Palexpo Apd~.2008 Genem. SlI'il:erland
4 APC: Research Award for Research Apr 9. 2008 £quO/orial HOI~/. Bangi
Excellence
5 HHL'Il2008: Nationallmellectual Apr 26·30. 2008 Kuala /..Jill/pur Com·~ntion
Propeny Day Expo C~lltr~ (KLCC)
6 KIWIE 2008: Korea Imemation31 May 8· /0. 1008 Seoul. Kor~a
Women's In\'emion E:<position
7 ITEX 2008: Imemationallnvcnlion. May 9-1/. 2008 KI/ala l.llmp"r COIl\'~lI1ioll
Innovation and Technology Cenlr~ (KLCC)
Exhibition
8 INPEX 2008: Invention and New JIfIl~ 11·14.1008 Pit/sburg". USA
Product Exposition
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FactFile This inspiring woman was also awarded Excellent Scientist Awards by the Faculty ofScience in 2004 and 2005. and by UPM in 2004.
R&I alld RMC welcome the following new faces to join its energetic
squadron!
..\PDrR"hllAbdul Rail/til. Iht'
Ollle"!"f( Ikllut~ Dirtl·lm'.
Prrmu,/il''' VWI. RMC
Dr. Raha Abdul Rahim joined as the Deputy Direclor of Promotion
Unit. RMC in April 2005. She left the Centre on 1st September
2001 to be the Head of Depar1ment of Cell and Molecular Biology
at the Faculty of Biotechnology and Biomolecular Sciences.
The Outgoing Deputy Director ofPromotion Unit
RMC wishes to express appreciation to Assoc. Prof. Dr. Raha
Abdul Rahim for her contributions to RMC. The memories with her
will be treasured by all the staff of RMC!
Wilh exceptionally outstanding academic and research profiles. RMC anticipates Dr.
Irmawati Ramli will play one of the main key roles at the cenlre. Thus. RMC wishes her
all the best for this new responsibility!
Pnift'f<OT Dr. TUI S,,~u 1'<"....
Dt'puf\' I'in' Chtm,-,lIo,
(ludllJln & C(lmmulli,y
Ht'IClfiurlJl. UI'\I
Prof. Tai received his frrst degree from UPM in 1980. He
attended his postgraduute studies in Austrolia in 1984 where he
obtained Masters of Agricullural Economics from the University
of New England. In 1992. he was awarded a doctorate in fisheries
and economics from Simon Fraser University. Canada. •
He is in-chargc of strengthening links between UPM and
community and industry for the purpose of knowledge sharing.
commercialisation of research products. industry placements for students and members of
staff besidcs ensuring that academic programs mect industry requirements.
F"" W.e~
A New Deputy Vice Chancellor for UPM
Professor Dr. Tai Shzce Yew look office on 1st September 2007
as the new DepUlY Vice Chancellor for Industry and Community
Relations. a new portfolio given by the Ministry of Higher
Education.
Pm}: Khmijah "'aM YII.Wjf.
,f,,' Ilt"~ inc/'mmll Dl'C ,,/
,\cCl</t'ffl/C Ulld fnrt'f71/rli,,,,a/
,lUtI<(J
Prof. Khatijah received her early education in Penang and later
won Colombo Plan Scholarship at La Trobe University. Australia
for her ter1iary education where she graduated with a First Class
Honours degree in Microbiology in 1919. She was then offered
the same scholarship to pursue her postgraduate studies where she
obtained her PhD in microbial genetics in 1983. She joined UPM
in the same year. In 1994. she was promotcd to Associme Professor and became a full
Professor in 200 I.
Incomillg Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic and
Illtemational Affairs)
Prof. Dmin Paduka Dr. Khatijah Mohd Yusoff joined the
Chancellery office on 1st March 2001 as the new Deputy Vice
Chancellor for Academic and International Affairs to replace Prof
Ir. Dr. Radin Umar Radin Sohadi who left UPM to be the Director
General of Malaysian Institute of Road Safety Research
(MIROS).
Her research intcrest in paramyxoviruses has won her numerous national and international
awards. She has filed sevcral patents and trade marks. and curremly holds a US as well as
Malaysian patent.
In 2006. she was conferred the Royal award "Dato' Sultan Sharafuddin Idris Shah"
(D.S.I.S) bestowed by HRH the Sultan of Selangor which carries the title "Datin Paduka".
OutgOillg Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic alld
ltrtemational Affairs)
Prof Ir. Dr. Radin Umar Radin Sohadi left the Chancellery office
on 31st December 2006 to take charge of a bigger challenge.
As a road safety exper1, he is currently the Direclor-General of
Malaysian Institute of Road Safety Research (MIROS). Prof.
Radin is a Fellow of the IEM. Fellow of the Academy Sciences of
Ma.laysia and corporate member of thc IHT UK and Association
of American Automotive Medicine. USA.
Prof. Radin is also the Chairman for Research and Training Pm/lr. Dr. RI"/;" Umar
RIII/m S,'/u,di. fht'I''''t:'''/'1l
Standing Committee of Road Engineering Association or m'e"IAmdt'rui,- 'Ill"
Malaysia (REAM). Editor of the lEM journal (two tcnns), Co- /mmu"',mal,,-,{nirJ
Editor for the Journal of REAAA and has been the Chairman of the Road Safety
Standards Committee (TC09) of REAM.
DNorlidar Mohd. Adnan, Assistant Admin Oflicer. Research & Innovation Unit
DSarillQ Mad Suri. Admin Assistant. Research & Innovation Unit
DHamizall Wa....oh@Mohamad1sa. Administration Officer. Research Grant Unit
[lS/Jamiza Sharif. Assistant IT Officer. Knowledge Management Unit
DSuhaii Hazwo" Suleiman. Admin Assistant. Research Grant Unit
DShahlizah Salmi Hamid. Publication Officer, Publication Unit
oLailalul Zurai"i SlIhil1l, Assistant Publication Officer, Publication Unit
The centre also wishes to take this opporhmity to thank the following
individuals who have either beell relocated within tlte university or left
tlte Centre.
mJllnainah A. Mafia", Admin Assistant (Secretarial), RMC
gLow Yiflg Yillg. Assistant Publication Officer. Publication Unit @
.1P.Dr. Imr.m<afl Hamli.
Iht' 1'l/.m"mK Dt'p"r.·
Dirta/flr. PraWfllwn Ulllf.
HAiC
Dr. Irmawati received her SSc. (Hons.) in Chemistry from
University Penanian Malaysia (UPM) in 1994. Laler. she pursued
her postgraduate study in England 011 the University of Manchester
Institute of Science and Technology (UMIST) and received her
PhD in Chemistry in 2000. Since then, she served as lecturer at
Univcrsiti Putra Malaysia (UPM). Through out her career. she had
published more than 80 publications in refereed journals. proceedings and abstracts. In
2004. she was attached with Catalysis Research Centre. Hokkaido University and
Instituto Tecnologia Quimica. UPV-CSIC. Valencia in 2001 ror her research anachmem.
New Deputy Director for Promotion Unit
RMC is pleased to have Assoc. Prof. Dr. Irmawati Ramli as the
new Deputy Dircctor of Promotion Unit with effect from lsi
Septcmber 2001. She replaced Assoc. Prof. Dr. Raha Abdul Rahim
who left RMC on I September 2001 to concemrale on her research
efforts at the faculty.
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• . we prO"'de a rapid response service
to all our outhofs. wtth dedicated support stoff fa each
journal. and a point ot contact throughout the retereelng
and production processes. Our aim Is to ensure that the
producllon process b as smooth as possible. b borne out by
the high number ot authars who publish with us again and
again.
. . • OU'}ol..maIs are ci'cUated In !age
nurbeB 01 0V8< MalaysIa. and beyond.
In SouItlea<t NkJ. Recently. we have__OU"
aculation to o1hef 0Y8B80S COl..I"lhies os wei. We wi!
ensure that yout _ reaches the widest possI:lle
aucience In pIinl and onIne. ltvOU\11 OU" wide pU:lIctly
co IIpOigi 6~ frequently. and ltvOU\11 OU" constQ"ltly
_eloplllQ electrollic lnIl1aIIvas ltvOU\11
e-pertallka and l'efta1lka 0nIne.
lZl!~il.lIQuo clautll&N"\d peer retereNlg procedt.<es
ae tar and open. and we _ ta helpauthars_
and~ave their _. Perlanka JlAS b now 0V8< 30 years
aid; this accumuIaled knawledge has resulted In Perlanka
JlAS being Indexed by SCOpus (EbevIer).
JSSH deals In research or theories in social sciences
and humanities research with a focus on emerging
issues pertaining to the social and behavioural
sciences as well as the humanities. particularly in
the Asia Pacific region. It is published twice a yeer in March and
September.
Call for Papers
is devoted to the pUblico~onot original
peB that serves as a forum for proc~col
approaches to improving quality in issues pertaining
to tropical agricultural reseerch er related fields of
study. It is published twice a yeer in february and
August.
JST caters for science and engineering research or
reiated fields of study. It is published twice a yeer in
January and July.
all an intematlonal peer-reviewed leading journal in
sla Which began publication in 1978. The journal publishes
in three different areas - Journal of Tropical Agricultural
SCIence (JTAS); Journal of Science and Technology (JST); and
al of Social Sciences and Humanities (JSSH).
Penanika invites you to explore frontiers from all fields of science and technology to social
sciences and humanities. You may contribute your scientific work for publishing in UPM's
hallmark journals either as a regular ar/icle. sltorl com"It",;cat;o"s, or 3 review ar/ic/e in
OUf fonhcoming issues. Papers submitted to this journal must conlain original results and
must nOI be submiucd elsewhere while being evaluated for the Pcrtanika Journals.
. e the eIopsed time from
subrnIsston to publlcotton for the articles In Pertonlka
overages 6-8 months. A decision of acceptance of a
manuscript IS reached In 1 to 3 months (overage 7 weeks).
Submissions in English should be accompanied by an abstract not exceeding 300 words.
Your manuscripl should be no more than 6.000 words or 10-12 printcd pagcs, including
notes and abstract. Submissions should confonn to thc Pertanika slyle, which is available at
www.rme.upm.edu.my/pertanikaorby mail or email upon request.
Mall your submissions to:
Papers should be double-spaced 12 point type (Times New Roman fonls
preferred). The first page should include the title of the article but no author
information. Page 2 should repeat Ihe tille ofthe article together with the
names and contact information of the corresponding author as well as all the
other authors. Page 3 should contain the abstract only. Page 4 and subsequent
pages to have the text - Acknowledgments - References - Tables - Legends to
figures - Figures. etc.
Questions regarding submissions should only be directed to the Executive Editor.
Pertanika Journals.
Remember. Pertanika is Ihe Tt!source to support you ill stuIIgtlumillg research
and research n/allagen/elll capacity.
Our )oI..mOIS have a 3C1I. rejectk>n rate of tts SUbmitted
manuscrlpts. many ot the papers tal on acco<nt ot their
subs1andard presentatlon and language (fruslraIIng the
peer reviewers).
-
----_.........._-
-...._~---'--
An Award Winning
International-Malaysian Journal
JAN 2008
The Executive Editor
Perlanika Journals
Research Management Centre (RMC)
Publication DMsJon
4th Floor. Administration Building
Universitl Putro Malaysia
43400 UPM. Serdong. Selongor. Malaysia
Tel: +603-89466192
ndeeps@odmln.upm.edu.my
www.rmc.upm.edu.my/pertonlka
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F~'olll the fllllOI'atioll & Commercialisatioll Celltre (fCC) desk...
Do Prior Art Search
Before Filing Patent
Prior art refers to scientific and technical information that exists
before the effective date of a given patent application
Prior art may include;
• Previous patents
• Trade journal articles
• Publications (including data books and catalogs)
• Public discussions (conference and seminar)
• Trade shows
• Brochures
• Products. devices & equipments
Prior art search will help you to:
ECOCILLUS (M) Sdn. Bhd.
• An R&D status biotech start up
company involved in biomolecular
and sciences based products and
services.
• Established on 29 December 200S
Dr. Abu Bakar Sade
Executive Direcror
Ecoolfus (M) Sdn. Bhd.
• understand your competition
• avoid patent infringement
• write your patent application
• learn more about your field of invention
• Save the cost of patenting process
1. United States Patent and Trademark Office (The USPTO)
• http://www.uspto.gov/patfVindex.html
• Covers issued and published U.S. patents from 1790
2. European Patent Office
• www.espacenet.com
• Contains patents from all over the world
3. Intellectual Property Office of Singapore
• httpJIwww.surfip.gov.sgt
4. Patent Cooperation Treaty Application (PCn
• httpJIwww.wipo.intlpctdblenisearch-adv.jsp
• Contains published PCT applications dating back to 1978
How to Search for Prior A
• Current activities - business development for the
commercialisation of Triomic and BioCarrier Technologies in
partnership with UPM scientist.
• Achievement - has been approved by MIDA as an R&D
status company (MIDA's Reference:
170/11119/0002/0001/ACI)
Ecocillus (M) Sdn. Bhd. (60SlO6-Ol
73. Jalan BK 412. Bandar Kinrara. 4]100 Puchong
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel" 019-382 7206
An on-line prior art search can be done by a keyword search
Keyword search
• List the keywords that you would use to describe the
invention
• Think of all possible aspects of the invention and choose
keyword that describe each aspect
Note:
The quality of a keyword search will depend on the appropriateness of
keywords selected
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Researcher:
20% Equity
Prof. Dr. Raha Abdul Rahim
Fac. of Biotechnology &
Biomolecular Sciences
• Achievement -BioNexus Status Company by Biotech Corp
on 30th Oct 2007. The company eligible for Bill of
Guarantees only for BioNexus Status Company and
Technology Garage Fund by MTDC on 9 July 2007
Haji Ridzuan Ahmad
Managing Director
Purta AI-Mawashi
Generic Sdn. 8hd.
Producing the Best Breed Through Genetics
PALM GEN Sdn. Bhd.
• Current activities - producing the frozen semen straw and
will embark on the technology application on Artificial
Insemination (AI) and Embryo Transfer (ET).
• Putra AI-Mawashi Genetic Sdn. Bhd.
is a joint venture partnership with
UPM will work in the field of
biotechnology to produce the
following products and services:
1. Frozen Bull semen
2. Frozen embryos
3. Sexed Frozen Semen
4. Life animal of high genetic.
• Achievement - Malaysian Technology Development Corp
(MTDC) grant under CRDF 3 RM 500,000.00
• Established on 23.01.2007
Mustadza
Muhamad
Abd Razak Mohd Isa
Managing Director
Orchid Ufe Sdn. Bhd.
orchict iFE
Orchid life Sdn. Bhd.
• Established on 1 December 2006
• Current activities - The Company's
farm is located in Sg Buloh and the
R&D activities are conducted in
UPM. The company is also in
progress of applying additional Seed
Fund amounting to RM2.5miliion
from Biotech Corp.
• Is a biotechnology based company
backed with a strength in R&D and
technology capabilities from
Universiti Putra Malaysia.
Orchid life Sdn. Bhd
Lot 85 Kg Melayu Sg Buloh . 47000 5g Buloh
Selangor Datul Ehsan
Tel. 012·2219105
Putra AI-Mawashi Genetic Sdn. Bhd.
8-2. Jalan Wangsa Setia 3, Wangsa Melawatl
53300. Kuala lumpur
Tel 019·2407454
Researcher:
20% Equity
Prof. Dr. Maziah Mahmood
Fac. of Biotechnology &
Biomolecular Sciences
G
i
Researcher:
20% Equity
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Wahid Haran
Fac. of Veterinary
Medicine
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